A Calvin Poag Adventure

YA Adventure loved by adults and kids!
Step back in time with a fast-paced adventure for all ages.
Set in the rugged high-country of 1963 British Columbia,
two 11-year-old kids navigate life with conflicting notions of
risk. Will Calvin Poag—ever the cautious explorer—lead or
follow?

Back of Book Blurb:
The stakes are high when Calvin’s new friend finagles
him into a world of shady characters and questionable
activities. Her name is Adi and Cal can’t resist her Honda
90, her own island off the Canadian coast – with an
abandoned World War II pillbox – and her penchant for
exciting adventure. But when things turn deadly, Uncle J
must take drastic steps to escape the hurricane of trouble
Cal and Adi have created. Their world suddenly expands to
back-country survival and life and death decisions.
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Coming Soon!
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AB OU T T HE A U T HO R : C AM E R O N VE N T UR A
I’d been writing television commercials and longer format films for some
time, but I wrote my first short story when I was in my early twenties. It was
written on one of my old antique Underwoods, a real commitment to get
that ink on the page! I’ve made my living as a filmmaker, also writing scriptsfor-screen, returning occasionally to write prose.
When I met the characters, Cal Poag and his best friend, James Nelson,
who live in the fictitious mountain town of Mud Lake, WA — I was bitten by
the bug to write novels. Those two adventurous young teens taught me the
wonderful journey of writing fiction prose.
I’ve been a filmmaker for the better part of my adult life — it was my main career…
As far as other areas of my life, I’m a woodworker and also do decorative architectural iron work. I
live on a 5-acre hobby farm with horses, chickens, bees and an assortment of cats and my faithful
Lab, Mac. I’m a musician and while not playing professionally anymore, I still enjoy playing, and
recently picked up the mandolin.
www.cameronventura.com
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Q&A WIT H A U T HO R , C AME R O N VE N T UR A
What makes Canadian Contraband different from other books in the
YA genre?
The Calvin Poag adventure books are very much about the strength of friendship and using one’s
wits to solve problems; unlike many of the magic and fantasy novels in YA books today.

What are the most important goals you hope to achieve from
publishing your book?
That’s not easy to answer. It’s a tangle of wanting people to enjoy my stories and allow me to
take them on a journey. I enjoy teaching and I have a vision to eventually build an educational /
inspirational platform to help people discover their own writing potential.

What inspired you to write this book?
Calvin Poag lives in Mud Lake, a town that’s modeled after Trout Lake, Washington which is where
my grandmother lived and where I spent time as a kid. For years I tried to capture all that I’d felt
and experienced as a kid. When I suddenly discovered Cal and his point-of-view, the story just burst
forth.

What topics, NOT related to your book, do you feel qualified to
discuss when promoting your book?
The creative process and how that presents itself in many arenas.

Should readers expect any bonus material in the future?
Possibly! The Calvin Poag Adventure books are about problem solving, and how two best friends
navigate their radically different approaches toward life. James is very gung-ho and fearless against
Calvin’s more cautious and fearful nature. However, Calvin is generally the one with the workarounds. That said, I wrote the Calvin Poag Survival Guide (unpublished).
It’s a fun, but practical expose’ on survival techniques and building a common-sense approach to life
and death situations. It includes subject such as how to finding water, building shelter, orienteering,
minor medical solutions, etc.
This guide was not only inspired from Calvin Poag, but also by my innate desire to know what to do
and how to handle difficult situations. A few years ago, a friend’s daughter got stranded in the snow,
in her car, and wound up cutting up the backseat for its insulation. That kept her warm through the
night and in the end, her survival instincts and problem solving skills likely saved her life. I want to
share those kinds of skills with others.
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Cameron Ventura Releases New Novel: Canadian Contraband
Boise, IDAHO, September 1, 2020 – Canadian Contraband by Cameron Ventura will officially release
to the public in October 13, 2020.
Canadian Contraband is a fast-paced YA adventure novel for all ages. Set in the rugged highcountry of 1963 British Columbia, two 11-year-old kids navigate life with conflicting notions of
risk. Will Calvin Poag—ever the cautious explorer—lead or follow?
Canadian Contraband is the third Calvin Poag adventure book by Cameron Ventura of Star, Idaho.
Other works include It’s Now or Never (Hidden Shelf) and Do or Die Time (Hidden Shelf).
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ABOU T H IDDEN S HE L F P UB L I S H I N G H O US E

For the past few decades, literary agents and editors have been frustrated that big publishing
houses—when considering fiction—don’t want to take a chance on unknown authors. Of course,
when a writer does manage to publish something different that finds success, other publishers rush
to imitate.
In fact, the fate of great literature is now being decided in corporate board rooms based on
accounting projections.
“They will print Lady Gaga’s autobiography,” says one literary agent, “but snub the next Ernest
Hemingway.”
Based in Idaho, Hidden Shelf is an independent publishing house founded in 2017 with the goal of
providing wonderful and creative works to an audience of passionate readers. We focus on unique
stories, extraordinary writers.
Learn more at www.hiddenshelfpublishinghouse.com

S OC IA L M EDIA L IN KS
Facebook: @hiddenshelf
Instagram: @hidden_shelf
Pinterest: @hiddenshelf
Twitter: @hidden_shelf
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